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AMDM Unit 2: Probability Review

1) Given the area rug, determine the probability of getting Black, Gray, or White

as 26

as 35

1b) A dart is randomly thrown at the
board. if it lands on black you win $7, if
it lands on gray you win $8, if it lands on
white you win $4. What is the expected
value of each color? If you could only
bet on one color which would you bet
on and why?
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2) Mrs. Martinez is a local elementary school teacher trying to prepare her students for
the upcoming spelling bee. She is trying to encourage them to keep trying even if
they get a question wrong. If t e e aw rd s elled correctly on the first try then
they get to sit down If they get the word
wrong then they must try a second time. (they only try spelling the word twice before a
new word is selected). Maria spells words correctly 80% of the time. Determine the
probability of the following

Getting the word right on Getting the word wrong
the first try but getting it correct on

the second try

907. (.10 (.80

I(07.

Getting the word wrong
on both tries

(.201.

2b) The teacher awards 8 points for getting the word spelled correctly on the first try, 4
points for spelling the word correctly on the second try and no points for spelling the
word incorrectly both times. What is Maria's expected point value on spelling a word?

3b) Maria wants to earn 200 points. How many words should she expect to spell to
earn at least 200 points?
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3) Drake and Mark created a carnival game involving rolling two dice. You can win
money based off of different combinations of rolls. Below are the following
combinations and amounts you can win.

O Rolling a sum of 5 Rolling a sum of 2 Rolling doubles Rolling a sum of I I
or higher

$3 $10 $1 $6

a) Find the probability of getting each eve

SO-A

3

b) Drake and Mark are trying decide if they should charge $1 or $2 for their game. Which
would you suggest and why? (Use expected value to justify your response)

.33 23

41.6
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3) Drake and Murk created a carnival game involving rolling two dice. You can winmoney based off of different combinations of rolls. Below are the followingcombinations and amounts you can win. (93 
O Rolling a sum of 5 Rolling a sum of 2 Polling doubles

$3
$10 $1

a) Find the probability of getting each eve

3

$1'

Rolling a sum of I
or higher

$6

b) Drake and Mark are trying decide if they should charge $1 or $2 for their game. Whichwould you suggest and why? (Use expected value to justify your response)
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